“X” dare to immerse yourself into a
psychopath’s mind.
The short film directed by Barcelona-born filmmaker Raquel Choy has started its race
through the festivals circuit wiht its première at the “Sitges’ 50º anniversary of the
International Fantastic Film Festival of Catalonia”

09. November 2017, Barcelona.

The 9 minutes long short film “X”, whose genre finds itself between terror and
suspense, enormously encouraged Raquel as well as her crew as it was selected to
be shown in the 2017 Special Screenings section at the Sitges Festival.
It’s a huge happiness to be at the mentioned festival, but this year, due to the
celebration of its 50º anniversary, the director and scriptwriter Raquel Choy was
doubly excited to be able to take part of it with her short film “X”.

“We celebrate the 50º anniversary of the Sitges Festival with more than 300 productions and
presentations of the most recognized and innovative filmmakers, from the classic ones to the
youngest and most transgressive. With the purpose to show a varied program of great quality,
we invite you to enjoy some of the best cinematographic creations of the fantastic genre”… the
festival director pointed out.

“Would you like to travel inside a psychopath’s mind?”. That is the central concept
upon which the story is built.

“X” is destined to people who do not fear experimenting dark emotions or
questioning their own limits. From the beginning, we get into a serial killer’s mind,
particularly when the protagonist makes us share his dark thoughts looking
straightly into our eyes. So that the conflict is produced inside the spectator who,
despite the character’s wickedness, will feel attracted to him.

You can find more information about the short film "X" in the Sitges Film Festival
reading the interview that Planet Mediterráneo magazine did with Raquel during the
festival. Here you have the complete interview.
«This multi-talented Barcelona-born filmmaker with Andalusian and Catalan parents and
penetrating gaze, is one of the new talents of Spanish Cinema. She wants to conquer
the world, you notice it at every step or gesture she mades.» Interview published
on Planet Mediterráneo magazine.

The short film "X" has been produced by CINENACCION PRODUCCIONES: a
young Producer Company that carries out projects within all areas of the audiovisual
world (feature films and short films, television, multimedia ... etc.) and that has an
extensive team of professionals from all the specialties that are intermingled in a
project.
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